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234 Giese et al.

8.1 Introduction

We studied the architectural dimension of the vision of self-aware computing sys-
tems in the previous chapters. Particularly, we discussed generic architectural con-
cepts in Chapter 5, which we used as a basis to investigate architectures for sin-
gle and collective self-aware computing systems. Therefore, we discussed archi-
tectural designs and styles—inspired by control schemes and architectures of self-
adaptive software—for pre-reflective, reflective, and meta-reflective self-awareness
and how such systems may construct reflections of themselves and their environ-
ment in Chapter 6. We extended this discussion in Chapter 7 for collective self-
aware computing systems and how they address pre-reflective, reflective, and meta-
reflective self-awareness at the architectural level with respect to the interactions and
the organization of the collective. In this chapter, we discuss the state of the art in
architectures for self-aware computing systems by comparing existing approaches
with the major ideas presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.

In this context, the self-aware computing paradigm sketched in Chapter 1 empha-
size a development that is already partially supported by a number of research ini-
tiatives aiming for more flexible software systems. Examples of such initiatives are
autonomic computing [50], self-* systems [5], self-adaptive and self-managed sys-
tems [20,21,25,26,54,71], organic computing [1,64], or cognitive computing [49].
All of these initiatives advocate a paradigm shift for software from design-time de-
cisions and understanding toward resolving issues dynamically at runtime.

Such approaches traditionally consider reactive solutions that dynamically act in
response to changes causing issues (cf. [32, 54]). In contrast, self-aware computing
emphasizes anticipating future changes or reasoning about the long-term future and
therefore advocates another paradigm shift from a reactive to a proactive operation
that integrates the ability to learn, reason, and act at runtime (cf. [19, 22, 46]). This
trend is well in line with the ideas centered around the notion of self-aware com-
puting [1, 2, 47, 51, 57, 62, 81], runtime models [9, 11, 12, 75, 78, 80], and related
terms [24,28,61,67]. A broad discussion of such research initiatives with respect to
self-aware computing systems can be found in Chapter 2.

In this chapter, we review the state of the art concerning self-aware comput-
ing systems with the particular focus on the software architecture [74]. Moreover,
we focus on specific approaches—in contrast to research initiatives—and compare
them to the architectural concepts for self-aware computing systems discussed in the
previous chapters. Thus, we cover the basic architectural concepts (see Chapter 5)
and how pre-reflective, reflective, meta-reflective self-awareness and the related ob-
serve, analysis, and react as well as learning, reasoning, and acting processes can
be organized at the architectural level for an individual self-aware computing sys-
tem (see Chapter 6) as well as for a collective of such systems (see Chapter 7). The
specific approaches we discuss in this chapter are either reference architectures or
architectural frameworks and languages for software systems that share similarities
with self-aware computing systems.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We discuss the state of the art
in architectures for self-aware computing systems in three steps. We discuss exist-
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8 State of the Art in Architectures for Self-Aware Computing Systems 235

ing reference architectures in Section 8.2, architectural frameworks and languages
in Section 8.3, and open challenges for architectures of self-awareness computing
systems in Section 8.4. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 25.5.

8.2 Reference Architectures

In this section, we discuss existing reference architectures and compare them to
the developed architectural concepts for self-aware computing systems. These refer-
ence architectures address systems related to self-aware computing. Specifically, we
discuss the MAPE-K loop from the autonomic computing field [50], the reference
architecture for self-managed systems proposed by Kramer and Magee [54], the ref-
erence architecture for models@run.time systems proposed by Aßmann et al. [4],
the reference architecture from the organic computing field [72], the reference ar-
chitecture for requirements reflection [10], and finally, architectural principles from
artificial intelligence and multi-agent systems.

8.2.1 MAPE-K Loop

Core of autonomic systems, as defined in autonomic computing (cf. Chapter 2), is
an entity that realizes the self-* properties [48]. This entity, referred to as autonomic
manager, can be understood as an executable software unit that implements the
adaptation logic in order to continuously meet the system’s operational goals.

To structure the principle of operation exhibited by autonomic managers, a refer-
ence architecture based on a control loop, referred to as the MAPE-K loop has been
proposed [50]. This reference architecture has the advantage that it offers a clear
way to identify and classify areas of particular focus and thus, it is used by many
researchers to communicate the architectural concepts of autonomic systems.

The acronym MAPE-K reflects the five main constituent phases of autonomic
operations, i.e., Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute, and Knowledge (see Figure 8.1).
Basically, the Monitor phase collects information from the sensors provided by the
managed system and its context. The Analyze phase uses the data of the Monitor
phase to assess the situation and determine any anomalies or problems. The Plan
phase generates an adaptation plan to solve a detected problem. The Execute phase
normally applies the generated adaptation plan on the actual system. A cross-cutting
aspect shared among all phases of the loop is the Knowledge about the managed
system and its context, capturing aspects such as the software architecture, execu-
tion environment, and hardware infrastructure on which the system is running. The
knowledge may also explicitly capture the operational goals of the system, for in-
stance, the target quality-of-service level the managed system should provide. The
representation of the knowledge can take any form, for example, a performance
model describing the performance behavior of the system.
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236 Giese et al.

Autonomic Manager
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Fig. 8.1: MAPE-K (taken from Chapter 1).

The software engineering community uses a similar feedback loop concept, dis-
tinguishing the four phases Collect, Analyze, Decide, and Act (cf. [15,20]). Concep-
tually, the behavior of these phases is similar to the phases in the MAPE-K loop,
however, this concept does not explicitly consider the Knowledge part. More details
about the use of feedback loops in self-adaptive systems, such as the use of multiple,
multi-level, positive, or negative feedback loops, can be found in [15, 20].

The activities or processes of a MAPE-K loop are similar to those of the LRA-M
loop realized by self-aware computing systems (see Chapter 1). Nevertheless, the
MAPE-K loop does not consider advanced forms of learning and reasoning but
rather basic monitoring and analyses of the managed system. Both kinds of loops
use runtime models representing parts of the system (especially the managed system
in the case of MAPE-K) and goals, however, the MAPE-K loop uses operation-level
goals and the LRA-M loop may use higher-level goals.

Separating an autonomic system into an autonomic manager reflecting on a man-
aged system, we may consider the managed system to be the scope and the manager
to be the span of awareness. Hence, the managed system is pre-reflective and the
manager is reflective. Hence, systems realizing a MAPE-K loop may achieve reflec-
tive self-awareness (cf. Chapters 3 and 5). With respect to the forms of reflection dis-
cussed in Chapter 6, the MAPE-K loop adopts centralized reflection by employing
a single autonomic manager. Additionally, hierarchical reflection can be achieved
by structuring multiple autonomic managers in a hierarchy [50]. Consequently, the
architectural style of MAPE-K is the hierarchical external approach (cf. Chapter 6).
Finally, the MAPE-K loop as introduced in [50] does not consider collective systems
such that the concepts proposed in Chapter 7 do not apply here.

8.2.2 Reference Architecture for Self-Managed Systems

Kramer and Magee [54] present a reference architecture for self-managed systems
that is inspired by layered robot architectures. As depicted in Figure 8.2, the archi-
tecture has three layers and the functionality is distributed among them based on the
execution time that increases from lower to higher layers.
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Fig. 8.2: Reference Architecture for Self-Managed Systems [54].

First, the Component Control layer implements the application functionality us-
ing a set of components. This layer reports its status to the next higher layer and
supports change actions initiated by the higher layer for reconfiguring its compo-
nent structure. Particularly, if the component control layer encounters a situation
in which it cannot meet the application goals, it reports to the higher layer. In this
case or if new goals are introduced by the topmost layer, the Change Management
layer adapts the component control layer to be able to achieve the (new) goals in the
current environmental situation. Therefore, the change management layer contains
a set of pre-specified plans among which it selects an appropriate one for the current
situation. If there is no appropriate plan available, a request is sent to the topmost
layer to devise a plan. The Goal Management layer is responsible for planning, that
is, creating plans to achieve the application goals. Planning is triggered by a request
from the layer below or by introducing new goals. Created plans are then provided
to the change management layer that enacts such plans by adapting the component
control layer.

With respect to self-aware computing systems, this reference architecture is sim-
ilar to the layered style discussed in Chapter 6. The component control layer is pre-
reflective. The change management layer reflects on the component control layer
and is therefore reflective. It typically will have some kind of awareness model of
the lowest layer to reason how the lowest layer has to be adapted to execute a certain
plan. The goal management layer explicitly maintains the application goals and re-
flects on the change management layer. For instance, introducing new goals requires
new plans as well as potentially adjusted reasoning machinery at the change man-
agement layer to cope with new plans and their execution at the component control
layer. Therefore, the topmost layer typically uses some awareness model addressing
the change management and, by this, also the component control layer.

Considering the reference architecture depicted in Figure 8.2, we may inter-
pret the arrows pointing bottom-up and top-down as awareness respectively ex-
pression links. In contrast to our discussion of layered architectures for self-aware
systems, the reference architecture by Kramer and Magee [54] does not explicitly
address the environmental context, the awareness and expression in terms of mod-
els, and processes that achieve such awareness and expression. The same holds for
MORPH [13], a recent extension to the reference architecture, that explicitly distin-
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238 Giese et al.

guishes between adapting the configuration (e.g., changing the architectural struc-
ture) and adapting the behavior (e.g., changing the orchestration of the components)
of the target system. This extension does not change the conceptual characteristics
of the architecture with respect to self-awareness.

8.2.3 Reference Architecture for Models@run.time Systems

The models@run.time paradigm promotes the use of models and modeling tech-
niques (e.g., model transformations and code generation) at runtime and can be ap-
plied to self-aware computing systems. Traditionally, models are only used during
the design of systems with the aim to achieve platform independence, to increase
reusability, and generally to improve the efficiency of software development, or as
defined by Rothenberg:

“Modeling, in the broadest sense, is the cost-effective use of something in place of some-
thing else for some cognitive purpose. It allows us to use something that is simpler, safer or
cheaper than reality instead of reality for some purpose. A model represents reality for the
given purpose; the model is an abstraction of reality in the sense that it cannot represent all
aspects of reality. This allows us to deal with the world in a simplified manner, avoiding the
complexity, danger and irreversibility of reality.” [68]

The challenge posed by models@run.time is, thus, how to transfer existing modeling
techniques, which focus on design time problems, to be applicable to runtime prob-
lems. Over the last decade, since the term models@run.time has been coined [12],
a considerably large body of knowledge emerged from a vivid research community.
The reference architecture proposed in [4] and depicted in Figure 8.3 summarizes
a large subset of this knowledge by showing the major architectural constituents
found in most of the approaches employing models@run.time.

Fig. 8.3: A Reference Architecture for Models@run.time Systems [4].
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8 State of the Art in Architectures for Self-Aware Computing Systems 239

A central characteristic of approaches based on the models@run.time paradigm
is the distinction between two systems, where one monitors and acts upon the other.
The former is often called the managing system while the latter is called the man-
aged system. Some approaches additionally distinguish between the managed sys-
tem and its environment. The managing system, on the other hand, can often be sub-
divided into three layers conforming to the reference architecture discussed in Sec-
tion 8.2.2. The bottom layer, interfacing with the managed system, is comprised of
models covering different concerns of the underlying managed system. The config-
uration model, often also simply called runtime model, reflects the current state of
the underlying system. Additional models cover the managed system’s capabilities
(e.g., for adaptation, but also for use), context models focusing specifically on the
managed system’s environment, but also plan models constituting specifications of
how to act upon the managed system. The middle layer consists of three active en-
tities: a reasoner, an analyzer and a learner. The learner is responsible to keep all
models of the lower layer in sync with the managed system. The analyzer provides
means to further abstract (i.e., decompose) the managing system, which enables a
hierarchical decomposition of models@run.time systems. Finally, the reasoner is in
charge of processing the models from the lower layer with the aim of decision mak-
ing. The reasoner also takes the third layer into account, which typically comprises
requirements and goal models. The key benefits of models@run.time systems orig-
inate from the position of this reasoner, that is, the fact that this reasoner works on
models. The level of abstraction can be adjusted to the respective reasoning task and,
thus, allows to reduce the complexity of the reasoning tasks. Moreover, it is possible
to use the models for predictions, which, in consequence, enables reasoning about
possible, alternative, future states of the system. In summary, the key distinguishing
features of models@run.time are predictive reflection and tractability by abstraction.

In comparison to self-aware computing as introduced in Chapter 1, models@run.time
systems do not treat self-awareness as a first-class concept. It does, however, focus
on the runtime model and observations to keep this model up-to-date. According to
Chapter 6, the reference architecture of models@run.time denotes the hierarchical
external reflection style. The concepts introduced in Chapter 7, which allow us to
describe how systems can be composed or related to each other, are not an explicit
part of the models@run.time paradigm, yet. This might change, due to increased
interest in distributed models@run.time, where the focus is on integrating multiple
models@run.time systems.

8.2.4 Organic Computing

The organic computing initiative is motivated by the ever increasing complexity of
software systems and the need to enable such systems to adjust themselves to their
users and not vice versa. The main objective of organic computing is the “controlled
self-organisation” [72], that is, the ability of a system to self-adapt in accordance to
external influences while at the same time providing guarantees in terms of trustwor-
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240 Giese et al.

thy behavior. To reach this goal, the organic computing initiative introduced a novel
architectural concept: the observer/controller architecture depicted in Figure 8.4.

Fig. 8.4: The Observe/Control Loop of Organic Computing (taken from [72]).

The architecture is comprised of two top-level concepts: the organic system and
a human user. While the organic system adheres to the basic input/computer/output
principle of computing, the human user imposes goals on the organic system and
is able to perceive the system status. The organic system is further decomposed
into three major components: the system under observation and control (SuOC), the
observer, and the controller. All human interaction is relayed by the controller. No-
tably, the input/compute/output principle is realized by the SuOC. The observer and
controller impose a feedback loop upon the SuOC, where the former observes the
SuOC and reports to the latter, which in turn controls the SuOC. An important char-
acteristic of the SuOC is that it is comprised of agents (i.e., autonomous entities). In
other words, the SuOC is already a set of self-organizing systems. The observer and
controller enhance this system to achieve controlled self-organization.

Organic computing differs from the other reference architectures presented in
this chapter in its initial situation and its main objective. While most other refer-
ence architectures aim at enhancing pre-reflective systems to become self-aware, in
organic computing the starting point are autonomous systems and the objective is
to enhance them such that they are enabled to provide trustworthy behavior. The
fundamental idea of models@run.time, which is the use of abstract representations
of the runtime system state (see Section 8.2.3), is present in organic computing as
the link between the observer and controller, which is used to report “an aggregated
quantified context (i.e., a description of the currently observed situation)” [72, p.3].

The MAPE-K loop in autonomic computing (see Section 8.2.1) can be mapped to
the observe/control loop. The observer comprises the monitoring and analysis while
the controller comprises the planning and execution. However, a shared knowledge
base is not in the focus of organic computing. Moreover, the LRA-M loop of self-
aware computing systems (see Chapter 1) has similarities to the observe/control
loop, particularly, the external imposition of goals. In contrast to organic computing
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8 State of the Art in Architectures for Self-Aware Computing Systems 241

focusing on the realization of controlled behavior, the focus of self-aware computing
is to structure the system under observation and control (i.e., the self) and to realize
various forms of behavior such as self-explanation, self-modeling, etc.

With respect to the architectural concepts discussed in Chapter 5, the observa-
tion/control loop as a reference architecture (see Figure 8.4) is described at a higher
level of abstraction. Therefore, organic computing systems do not explicitly con-
sider the different levels of self-awareness (i.e., pre-reflective, reflective, and meta-
reflective) although they include at least reflection since the observer and controller
as the span reflect upon the SuOC as the scope. In this context, the observe and
control links in Figure 8.4 can be interpreted as awareness and expression links.
However, the reference architecture does not detail this reflection such that the po-
tential use of awareness models, empirical data, or goal models is not explicitly
covered.

Concerning the forms of reflection discussed in Chapter 6, the organic comput-
ing reference architecture realizes—similar to the MAPE-K loop—a hierarchical
and centralized reflection as it employs a single observer and controller upon a set
of agents. Moreover, the phenomena of overlapping, stacked, or cyclic reflection are
not explicitly addressed by the reference architecture. Therefore, the reference archi-
tecture primarily adopts the hierarchical external architectural style without explic-
itly considering the other styles discussed in Chapter 6. Although organic computing
targets open and self-organizing systems, the dimensions for collective self-aware
systems discussed in Chapter 7 such as collective self-awareness and its levels, weak
and strong self-aware collectives, different types of relations between systems of a
collective, or the organizational patterns are not considered.

8.2.5 Requirements-Awareness

Traditionally, in requirements engineering (RE) it has been made the assumption
that the environmental context is reasonably static and can be understood sufficiently
well to permit the requirements model for a solution to be formulated with confi-
dence during design time. However, effectively, environmental contexts are hardly
static over long periods, and this can inhibit full understanding.

As discussed before, systems are being produced for environmental contexts that
are subject to change over short periods and in ways that are badly understood.
In part, this is because the machinery of self-adaptation and autonomic computing
has improved, providing a means for systems to dynamically respond to changing
contexts. As described in the book, self-awareness and self-adaptivity will become
increasingly required properties for software systems. For this to become true, it is
crucial that these software systems offer requirements-awareness to discover, reason
about, and manage its own requirements that can dynamically change at runtime.

In this context, a key contribution is the seminal work on requirements monitor-
ing [29]. Such monitoring is required because of deviations between the system’s
runtime behavior and the requirements model, which may trigger the need for an
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adaptation [8]. Such a deviation needs to be correlated with the state of the envi-
ronment in order to diagnose the reasons and to perform appropriate adaptations.
Where systems have the need to adapt dynamically in order to maintain satisfaction
of their goals, RE ceases to be an entirely static, off-line activity and it additionally
becomes a runtime activity. This is because design-time decisions about the require-
ments need to be made on incomplete and uncertain knowledge about the domain,
context, and goals. There are clear benefits of being able to revise these decisions at
runtime when more information can be acquired through runtime monitoring.

Therefore, requirements need to be runtime entities that can be reasoned over at
runtime [10]. Implicit in the ability for a system to introspect (i.e., to be self-aware)
on its requirements model is the representation of that model at runtime. The running
system provides information as feedback to update the model and to increase its cor-
respondence with reality, which is called causal connection. Analysis of the updated
model may detect if a desired property (e.g., reliability and performance) is violated,
causing self-adaptation actions that aim for guaranteeing the goals. Explicit use of
computational reflection is a primary means to achieve requirements-awareness. The
consequence is that there exists a runtime representation of the requirements model
that is causally connected to the running system.

Requirements-awareness enables software systems to revise and re-assess design-
time decisions at runtime when more information can be acquired about these by
observing their own behavior (i.e., by being self-aware). Two research issues have
been identified. One is the evolution of the requirements models and the mainte-
nance of consistency between the requirements and the running systems during this
evolution. To do this, it is necessary to specify the abstract adaptation thresholds that
allow for uncertainty and unanticipated environmental conditions. The second issue
is the need to maintain the synchronization (i.e., the causal connection) between the
runtime requirements model and the architecture of the running system as either the
requirements or the architecture may change (see Figure 8.5).

Fig. 8.5: Synchronization Between the Requirements and the Architecture [10].

Although requirement-awareness does not explicitly consider different levels of
self-awareness, it employs reflection and achieves reflective self-awareness. The el-
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8 State of the Art in Architectures for Self-Aware Computing Systems 243

ement shown in Figure 8.5 reflects upon a managed system to maintain representa-
tions of the system’s runtime architecture and requirements. These runtime models
correspond to the idea of system awareness models and goal models in self-aware
computing systems (see Chapter 5). In this context, we can interpret the synchro-
nization from the running system to the architectural runtime model and then to the
requirements runtime model as an awareness link as well as the synchronization
in the opposite direction as an expression link. Hence, reflection is considered as a
general means to achieve requirements-awareness without detailing possible forms
(e.g., local, centralized, hierarchical, or coordinated) or phenomena (e.g., overlap-
ping, stacked, or cyclic) of reflection discussed in Chapter 6. Still, the step-wise
synchronization to the architecture and then to the requirements can be seen as a
specific form of hierarchical reflection that separates architectural and requirements
concerns. Therefore, the basic adopted architectural style in requirements-awareness
corresponds to the hierarchical external approach (see Chapter 6).

Finally, establishing requirements-awareness for collective systems is not dis-
cussed such that the architectural concepts for collective self-aware computing sys-
tems introduced in Chapter 7 do not apply here.

8.2.6 Decentralised Architectures from AI and MAS

In the following, we discuss decentralized architectures from the artificial intelli-
gence (AI) and multi-agent systems (MAS) domains as they could provide inspira-
tion for building self-aware systems. More background on MAS and their progres-
sive transformation into self-aware systems are provided in Chapters 2 and 10.

Decentralized architectures for rational1 systems have been proposed in AI since
the early stages of this domain. The aim is to integrate a set of relatively simple
modules with limited capabilities into a globally intelligent system (e.g., one that
solves complicated problems). In the context of self-aware computing systems, a
similar approach may be used to integrate a set of pre-reflective modules into an
overall system featuring characteristics of self-awareness.

In general, decentralized architectures consist of a number of independent, spe-
cialized modules that execute in parallel and interact with each other. From a self-
awareness perspective (cf. Chapter 1), we may distinguish two main cases for such
modules. In the first case, modules are rational self-aware entities that pursue in-
dividual goals (similar to deliberative agents in MAS), and can have intentional
relations with other entities (e.g., cooperation or competition). This case is detailed
in Chapter 7 focusing on collectives of self-aware systems. In the second case, mod-
ules are non-self-aware (i.e., pre-reflective according to Chapter 3) such that they
are not aware of any individual goals and merely react to inputs in predefined ways

1 Here, rational refers to a system’s ability to take the best action for optimizing a performance
indicator or a goal. In the context of self-aware computing systems, we focus on rational systems
that can learn, represent, and reason about knowledge in order to act and achieve their goals.
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(i.e., they are reflexive and context-aware [70], but not reflective). Here, we focus
on this kind of systems and their architectures proposed in the literature.

Generally, each module in the system is specialized in detecting and reacting to
a set of stimuli. It implements a specific function and provides outputs when it is
triggered. Modules may be triggered in parallel and some of their outputs may be
conflicting. Hence, coordination becomes an important challenge for conflict resolu-
tion and synchronization of modules. Numerous coordination approaches have been
proposed, which we categorize into coordination based on shared memory (e.g., a
blackboard) [43, 66], and coordination based on peer-to-peer communication [14],
sometimes mediated by control modules [23,31,60]. Both variants are illustrated in
Figure 8.6 and will be discussed with respect to their implications on self-awareness.

Fig. 8.6: Coordinated Architecture with a) Shared Memory or b) P2P Communica-
tion.

In a blackboard-based system, incoming events are perceived by dedicated mod-
ules and placed onto the blackboard. All modules read from the blackboard and each
one reacts to content it is specialized in (e.g., based on event types or patterns). Thus,
each module performs its function and writes its ensuing outputs on the blackboard.
This, in turn, may cause a new wave of readings and writings by other modules.

Conflict resolution for incompatible module outputs is performed automatically
at the blackboard level using various strategies. For instance, ACT* [3, 65] favors
the output of modules triggered by conditions with higher matching degrees and
specificities, or it considers each module’s success history avoiding repetitive acti-
vations from the same module, or finally, it prioritizes outputs related to an active
goal. In Soar [65], conflicts represent new problems to be solved by the blackboard.
Hence, the blackboard does not control the modules directly with command mes-
sages but rather indirectly by transforming individual postings into coherent global
results, which, in turn, impact the next wave of module activations.

With respect to self-awareness in blackboard systems, each module develops its
own knowledge about the particular type of problem it is specialized in. Modules
only share and combine the knowledge that is relevant to the problem being solved.
Hence, the system only acquires knowledge when developing the solution to each
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8 State of the Art in Architectures for Self-Aware Computing Systems 245

problem. The acquired knowledge is not necessarily saved for later use and there are
no global learning processes based on it. Each module updates, reasons about, and
learns from the knowledge shared via the blackboard. This process is cooperative
and opportunistic depending on the shared knowledge. However, modules are not
necessarily aware of each-other’s participations (i.e., no interaction-awareness) as
they simply react to the changes produced by the others on the blackboard.

With respect to goal-awareness, the global goal to achieve (or problem to solve)
can be displayed on the blackboard. In this case, the specialized modules that par-
ticipate in solving the problem can be aware of the goal. In other cases, the system’s
execution is merely triggered by information obtained from the environment and
displayed on the blackboard. Here, the system’s overall goal is implicit in the way
in which the modules are selected and implemented. Hence, the specialized modules
are not goal-aware and they simply react to the state of the blackboard. Considering
state-awareness, all modules are aware of the state of the problem being addressed
and of the solution being developed since these are displayed on the blackboard.

The main difficulty in adopting a blackboard solution consists in implement-
ing the blackboard involving several complicated functions that are typical for dis-
tributed systems (e.g., synchronization, transactions, security, and communication)
and problem solving (e.g., conflict resolution). Increasing system scales exacerbates
these issues. Moreover, such a solution typically addresses only one problem at a
time. On the positive side, once a blackboard is implemented, it is fairly easy to
dynamically add, remove, or update specialized modules. Also, specialists can be
fairly simple to implement as they are focused on a specific type of problem.

In peer-to-peer systems, specialized modules react independently to events by
processing them and sending new events through the system. These new events, in
turn, trigger a new wave of module reactions. Hence, a collaboration chain of mod-
ules is formed in an opportunistic manner starting with modules observing external
inputs (or receiving goals), through modules developing a solution progressively,
and ending with modules performing external actions. This allows several solutions
to be developed in parallel including conflict-resolution mechanisms.

A notable example of this approach is the multi-layered subsumption architec-
ture [14] for robotic systems. Each layer consists of a set of well-integrated reflexes
and offers functions of increasing complexity, which eliminates the need for an ex-
plicit “intelligent” element to mediate between the robot’s perception and action.
Examples from the autonomic computing domain also introduce special-purpose
controllers in the coordination process (e.g., to resolve conflicts [23, 60]). This is
useful in open systems, where modules may dynamically join or leave the system,
which might even require decentralized coordination control [26, 31].

With respect to self-awareness in (controlled) peer-to-peer systems, knowledge
about a problem is only transmitted progressively across the modules that contribute
to solving the problem. This forms a problem-specific collaboration chain, which is
different from a blackboard making the knowledge visible to the entire system.

The coordination logic does not necessarily form a reflective (self-aware) or
meta-reflective (meta-self-aware) layer. It can be implemented with reflex modules
(i.e., they are only stimulus-aware) that do not learn and reason about the mod-
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ules they coordinate (e.g., [14]). Of course, a more advanced coordination logic
that is goal- and time-aware and includes sophisticated learning and reasoning func-
tions can be envisaged. When peer-to-peer systems are goal-unaware, their goals are
implicit in the implementations of the specialized modules and their coordination.
Nonetheless, goal-aware systems can also be implemented by providing explicit
goals to a centralized coordination controller (e.g., an arbiter or scheduler), which
can attempt to achieve the goal by controlling (i.e., triggering or inhibiting) various
modules [23, 60]. In such cases, the global system is goal-aware even though the
individual modules are not. Finally, a goal-aware system can also be achieved by
providing the explicit goals to the specialized modules [27]. Here, both the overall
system and (some of) its modules can be considered as goal-aware.

With respect to state-awareness, the specialized modules participating in a col-
laboration chain are only aware of the state of the system and context by receiving
related information from other modules or by monitoring the system and context
themselves. Except for the action modules at the end of the chain, none of the mod-
ules has a complete view of the solution being developed.

An important difficulty with peer-to-peer approaches relates to asynchronous
communication and data-formatting standards. However, existing middleware can
be used here to address many of these challenges. As with the blackboard, peer-
to-peer solutions allow for the dynamic addition and removal of modules while an
important advantage can be the ability to develop alternative solutions in parallel.

Finally, in both of the aforementioned approaches, a system can consist of het-
erogeneous modules with different self-awareness capabilities and levels (e.g., com-
bining pre-reflective modules with reflective and meta-reflective modules, featuring
various learning and reasoning capabilities, and having accumulated knowledge).
A major difficulty when constructing and changing such system consists in finding
and tuning the correct combination of specialists that together behave coherently
to address system-level goals. Also, guaranteeing that such system will behave “as
expected” is particularly difficult. In this context, self-awareness capabilities such
as learning, reasoning, adaptation, and reporting can be of great help.

In general, the decentralized architectures from AI and MAS can be covered with
the architectural concepts introduced in Chapter 5 and they mainly relate to the ar-
chitectures for collective systems discussed in Chapter 7. The forms, phenomena,
and architectural styles of reflection discussed in Chapter 6 usually do not apply to
the decentralized architectures from AI and MAS since they only consider individ-
ual self-aware systems but not the interaction among multiple systems. In contrast,
the concepts introduced in Chapter 7 such as the collective self-awareness with its
levels, types of relations/interactions, organizational patterns, and weak/strong self-
aware collectives are important aspects of decentralized architectures but they are
often not explicitly covered by AI or MAS architectures.
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8.3 Architectural Frameworks and Languages

In this section, we discuss specific approaches to develop computing systems that
share similarities with self-aware systems. Focusing on architectures in this chap-
ter, these approaches are mainly architectural frameworks and languages and we
compare them to the architectural concepts for self-aware computing systems intro-
duced in the previous chapters. Specifically, these specific approaches are reflective
architectures, Mechatronic UML, MUSIC, EUREMA, MQuAT, and DML.

8.3.1 Reflective Architectures

In 1987, Maes [58] introduced computational reflection as a process of reasoning
about and/or acting upon oneself. It is an engineered system’s ability to reason
about its own resources, capabilities, and limitations in the context of its current
operational environment. Reflection capabilities can range from simple, straightfor-
ward adjustments of another program’s parameters or behaviors (e.g., altering the
step size on a numerical process or the application of rules governing which models
are used at different stages in a design process) to sophisticated analyses of the sys-
tem’s own reasoning, planning, and decision processes (e.g., noticing when one’s
approach to a problem is not working and revising a plan).

Reflection processes must include more than the sensing of data, monitoring of
an event, or perception of a pattern; they must also have some type of capability
to reason about this information and to act upon this reasoning. However, although
reflection is more than monitoring, it does not imply that the system is “conscious”.
Many animals demonstrate self-awareness; not only do they sense their environment
but they are able to reason about their capabilities within that environment. For
example, when a startled lizard scurries into a crevice, rarely does it try to fit into a
hole that is too small for its body. If it is injured or tired, it changes the distance that
it attempts to run or leap. This adaptive behavior reveals the ability of the animal
system to somehow take into account the current constraints of the environment and
of its own body within that environment [6, 7].

In order to bring out the ways in which the self-awareness processes and archi-
tectures could enhance and further develop reflective architectures, we will quickly
overview one approach to implementing computational reflection and the building
of reflection processes. By concentrating on what has been built for the Wrappings
approach [55,56], we also want to show how an architecture can have very few fixed
relationships and yet still function as an architecture. In fact, because of the lack of
fixed relationships with a small amount of guiding infrastructure, the knowledge
and the processes used to map resources into appropriate uses for different goals be-
comes the foundation for the systems flexible ability to reason potentially about any
of its own parts and their use in a goal. And hence to have support for the building
and utilization of self-models.
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Wrappings uses both explicit meta-knowledge and recursively-applied algo-
rithms to recruit and configure resources dynamically to “problems posed” to the
system by users, external systems, or the system’s own internal processing. The
Problem Managers (PMs) algorithms use the Wrappings to choreograph seven ma-
jor functions: discover, select, assemble, integrate, adapt, explain, and evaluate. Dis-
cover programs (or as called in Wrappings, resources) identify new resources that
can be inserted into the system for a problem. Selection resources decide which re-
source(s) should be applied to this problem in this context. Assembly is syntactic
integration and these resources help to set up selected resources so that they can
pass information or share services. Integration is semantic integration, including
constraints on when and why resources should be assembled. Adaptation resources
help to adjust or set up a resource for different operational conditions. Explanation
resources are more than a simple event history because they provide information
on why and what was not selected. Evaluate includes the impact or effectiveness
of a given use of this resource. The Wrappings “problem-posing” has many bene-
fits, including separating problems from solution methods and keeping an explicit,
analyzable trace of what problems were used to evoke and configure resources. Be-
cause all of the resource are wrapped, even the resources that support the wrappings
processing, the system is computationally reflective—it can reason about the use of
all of its resources. Additional information on the Wrappings approach to reflection
and its use in a testbed of robotic cars is found in Chapter 9.

The Wrappings approach considers a more dynamic case to achieve self-awareness
than the architectural concepts introduced in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. Therefore, it would
be required to enrich the architectural concepts, which apply mainly to snapshots of
architectures and do not make the dynamical aspects explicit, with support for dy-
namic architectures as discussed in Section 8.4 in order to cover the Wrappings
approach. The architectural concepts introduced in Chapter 5 can be relevant for
Wrappings but they are often not explicitly considered. For instance, the different
levels of self-awareness (i.e., the pre-reflective, reflective, and meta-reflective levels)
are not explicitly considered, even though they may very well exist in the Wrappings
approach. In contrast, the Wrappings approach considers self-models that relate to
awareness models and based on the purpose, some of these self-models can be con-
sidered as goal models.

For the forms and phenomena of reflection as well as for the architectural styles
discussed in Chapter 6 holds that they may temporarily occur in the Wrappings
approach, but they are not made explicit and visible at the architectural level. There-
fore, local, centralized/hierarchical, and coordinated reflection can be seen as forms
of reflection that result from the activities of the problem managers. In specific sit-
uations, the resources of a wrapping may be composed such that certain reflection
phenomena (e.g., overlapping, stacked, or cyclic reflection) may occur temporar-
ily and certain architectural styles are adopted temporarily. Concerning Chapter 7,
the Wrappings approach employs a shared knowledge base such that the concepts
of collective self-awareness and weak/strong self-aware collectives are hardly ap-
plicable. Likewise, the meta-architecture dimensions (i.e., collective self-awareness
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levels, types of relations, and organizational patterns) are not suitable for a central
knowledge base but they may be applicable with a distributed knowledge base.

8.3.2 Mechatronic UML

Mechatronic UML [16] is a model-driven development approach targeting self-
adaptive embedded real-time systems with substantial mechatronic elements. The
core building bock for the architectural modeling with Mechatronic UML is the
Operator-Controller Module (OCM) [17, 45] depicted in Figure 8.7.

Model-Driven Development of Safe Self-Optimizing Mechatronic Systems . . . 3

2 The Approach

As a specific example of an advanced mechatronic system, we use the Paderborn-
based RailCab research project (http://www-nbp.upb.de/en), which aims at
combining a passive track system with intelligent shuttles operating individually
and making independent and decentralized operational decisions. The project is
funded by a number of German research organizations. A test track has been
built to the scale of 1:2.5 so that the project’s concetps can be tested in real
operation and not just on paper (cf. Fig. 1(a)).
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Fig. 1. The test track of the RailCab project and the OCM architecture

The RailCab project aims to provide the comfort of individual transport
concerning scheduling and on-demand availability of transportation as well as
individually equipped cars together with the cost and resource effectiveness of
public transport. The modular railway system combines sophisticated under-
carriages with the advantages of new actuation techniques as employed in the
Transrapid (http://www.transrapid.de) to increase passenger comfort while still
enabling high speed transportation and (re)using the existing railway tracks.

One particular goal of the project is to reduce the energy consumption due to
air resistance by coordinating the autonomously operating shuttles in such a way
that they build convoys whenever possible. Such convoys are built on-demand
and the shuttles travel only a few centimeters apart from each other (up to

Fig. 8.7: The Operator-Controller Module as the Architectural Building Block [38].

The OCM is separated into a controller, a reflective operator, and a cognitive op-
erator. While the controller could be seen as the pre-reflective core describing the
regular operation of the system, the two operators realize different forms of reflec-
tive self-awareness. The reflective operator realizes a self-awareness where learning,
reasoning, and acting is limited such that hard real-time guarantees can be given. In
contrast, the cognitive operator is decoupled from the hard real-time processing and
therefore it can use more powerful means for learning, reasoning, and acting. Thus,
the two operators separate their tasks based on the required reaction time. The cog-
nitive operator can operate at the same level as the reflective operator by steering
the decisions of the reflective operator, but it can also operate at the meta level if it
optimizes parameters of the reflective operator.

As illustrated in Figure 8.8, we structure multiple OCMs in a hierarchy to con-
struct complex mechatronic systems (e.g., a shuttle). Moreover, collaborations of
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OCMs at the top level of such hierarchies are used to flexibly compose systems
(e.g., multiple shuttles to a convoy). The architectural modeling is supported by hy-
brid UML components [36] and hybrid, real-time statecharts extending UML state
machines [17]. The modeling is complemented with a code-generation scheme that
derives an implementation with guarantees that the regular operation and the recon-
figuration steps stay within the real-time bounds specified in the models [16,18,37].
Therefore, an assurance scheme has been developed for verification [38].

Model-Driven Development of Safe Self-Optimizing Mechatronic Systems . . . 5
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Fig. 2. The hierarchy of OCMs of a shuttle and its connections to other shuttles

the controllers as depicted in Fig. 2. A shuttle consists of components like the
suspension/tilt module, the engine, the tracking module etc. which in turn are
defined by OCMs.

As a complete mechatronic system usually consists of several concurrently
running components, a further possibility for communication between compo-
nents besides the strict hierarchical control flow exists. Top-level OCMs of several
nested hierarchies, which usually represent a major system component, may act
as freely interacting software agents in the overall architecture in addition to the
strict hierarchies. This means that agents exchange information and collaborate
in a peer-to-peer manner but that no central control is defined anymore. As ex-
amples of such major system components consider the different shuttles, stations
and possibly job brokers involved with the RailCab project. These agents inter-
act with each other in form of collaborations with well-defined role interfaces.
In principle, the controllers of different agents can interact with each other, as
well as the reflective operators and the cognitive operators, each on their corre-
sponding levels. In any case their interaction is limited to a peer-to-peer style
with individual messages rather than centralized, broadcasted messages.

2.2 Self-Adaptation and Self-Optimization

Self-optimization by means of self-adaptation can be realized in rather different
forms in the outlined general architectural model depending on the specific self-
optimization goals and the impact the different elements have concerning the
characteristics that should be optimized.

The most obvious location for self-adaptive behavior is the cognitive opera-
tor. Due to the decoupling from the hard real-time processing complex processing
steps for the self-optimization of a single OCM can be realized here. In a subse-
quent step they have to be enacted by influencing the behavior of the reflective

Fig. 8.8: Collaborating Hierarchy of OCMs [38].

Compared to self-aware computing, Mechatronic UML is tailored for the particu-
lar domain of self-adaptive embedded real-time systems with mechatronic elements.
The supported architectural concepts indicate that a layered architectural style fits
well to the high quality and safety required in this domain. An OCM can be seen as
a local-reflective self-awareness module as discussed in Chapter 6 since it has a lo-
cal feedback loop realized by its two operators. However, the OCM does not make
the awareness and goal models as well as the awareness/expression links explicit
(cf. Chapter 5). Instead, the reflective operator manages the controller by defining a
particular configuration for each operation mode while the reflection by the cogni-
tive operator is not specified at all in the architecture. Further supporting hierarchies
of OCMs (see Figure 8.8), Mechatronic UML adopts a mixture of local and hierar-
chical reflection (cf. Chapter 6). Moreover, hierarchies of OCMs can be composed
by collaborations (see Figure 8.8), which partially addresses collective systems as
discussed in Chapter 7.

In general, Mechatronic UML suggest a more specific architectural design than
the concepts introduced in Chapter 6. Thus, the pre-reflective and reflective levels
of self-awareness are covered by the controller respectively by the reflective and
cognitive operators of an OCM. In contrast, the OCM hierarchies realize hierarchi-
cal control and not meta-reflective self-awareness such that the meta-reflective level
is not covered. Based on the adopted architecture implied by the OCMs and their
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hierarchical composition, Mechatronic UML employs local and hierarchical reflec-
tion while it excludes the phenomena of reflection, that is, overlapping, stacked, and
cyclic reflection (cf. Chapter 6). Concerning the architectural styles discussed in
Chapter 6, Mechatronic UML follows the hierarchical control approach. Concern-
ing the specific concepts for collective self-aware systems introduced in Chapter 7,
Mechatronic UML only supports the organizational patterns, particularly in the form
of collaborations that combine mechatronic systems (see Figure 8.8).

8.3.3 MUSIC

The main goal of MUSIC was to simplify the development of adaptive applications
that operate in open and dynamic computing environments and adapt seamlessly
and without user intervention in reaction to context changes. The main innovations
of MUSIC were a comprehensive development framework that consists of a model-
driven development methodology with a tool chain for self-adaptive, context-aware
applications as well as a corresponding extensible context management and adap-
tation middleware supporting the development [30, 42]. Context is understood in a
broad sense as any information about the user needs and the application execution
environment that may vary dynamically and impact the applications. Context pa-
rameters can be monitored using appropriate hardware and software mechanisms,
called context sensors. MUSIC supports a variety of adaptation mechanisms such as
changing configuration and application parameters, replacing components and ser-
vice bindings, and redeploying components on the distributed infrastructure [33,69].

In the following, we provide an overview of the main ingredients of MUSIC and
an attempt to position MUSIC with respect to the discussion of self-awareness.

To meet the challenges of dynamically adaptive, context-aware applications on
mobile devices, MUSIC developed

• an adaptation modeling language which separates self-adaptation and business
logic concerns to avoid the surge in complexity;
• generic, reusable middleware components which automate context management

and application adaptation based on design-time models that are translated into
run-time representations capturing the adaptation options and goals;
• tools which support the development of design models and their transformation

into run-time representations for the MUSIC middleware.

An overview of the MUSIC framework is given in Figure 8.9. The middleware
implements a control loop similar to the MAPE-K loop (see Section 8.2.1). It mon-
itors the relevant context sensors, and when significant changes are detected, it trig-
gers a planning process to decide if adaptation is necessary. When this is the case,
the planning process finds a new configuration that fits the current context better
than the currently used one, and triggers the adaptation of the running application.
To do this, the middleware relies on an annotated QoS-aware architecture model of
the application which is available at runtime. The model specifies the application’s
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Fig. 8.9: Overview of the MUSIC Development Framework.

dependencies on context information, its adaptation capabilities, and the objective
function for adaptation reasoning. The model corresponds to the “Knowledge” com-
ponent of the MAPE-K loop. The planning process of MUSIC evaluates the utility
of alternative configurations, selects the most suitable one for the current context
(i.e., the one with the highest utility for the current context which does not violate
any resource constraints), and triggers the application adaptation accordingly.

An overview of the MUSIC middleware and its adaptation loop is depicted
in Figure 8.10. It shows the main components of the middleware, represented as
rounded rectangles, and their mapping to the elements of MAPE-K. The man-
aged system includes the applications, as indicated by the arrows connecting the
MAPE-K loop to the application layer, as well as the underlying computing and
communication infrastructure. A similar mapping can be done for the LRA-M loop
(see Chapter 1) although MUSIC does not support any learning since it controls the
applications based on the QoS-aware architecture model resulting from the devel-
opment.

The context middleware of MUSIC is responsible for monitoring and analyz-
ing context changes and for providing access to context information. It encapsu-
lates the diversity of context information and maintains the context model storing
and providing uniform access both to the current state and history of context data.
Moreover, context reasoners may be added to the middleware to perform reasoning
on the lower-level context data and derive higher-level information. For example, a
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Fig. 8.10: Overview of the MUSIC Middleware.

reasoner could trigger adaptation planning only when there is major change in the
long-term trend of some context parameter rather than on every small value change.
With respect to the MAPE-K (LRA-M) loop, the middleware covers the monitoring
(collecting empirical data), partially the analyzing (reasoning) of the context, and
partially the knowledge (by maintaining context awareness models).

Thus, the very basic elements of a self-aware system are present in the MUSIC
middleware. Even a learning component was considered conceptually in the design
of the middleware but it was not implemented due to project constraints. Despite the
support for multi-party adaptation [34], the MUSIC solution focuses on adaptation
of applications on a single mobile computing device. The MUSIC framework misses
a notion of collective or group awareness. This will be a target of our future research.

In general, MUSIC provides a complete model-driven approach rather than a
framework focusing on architectural concepts as introduced in Chapter 5. There-
fore, the pre-reflective and reflective levels of self-awareness are not explicitly con-
sidered but they result from the embedded support for self- and context-awareness.
In contrast, meta-reflective self-awareness is not covered by MUSIC. However, the
QoS-aware architecture and adaptation model of MUSIC can be seen as an aware-
ness and goal model as it captures the system, context, options for adaptation, and
the operationalized goals. In contrast, the awareness and expression links with their
span and scope are not addressed explicitly but rather embedded in the model.

Using such a model, MUSIC employs centralized reflection and excludes the
phenomena of overlapping, stacked, and cyclic reflection (cf. Chapter 6). Employ-
ing a single reflection step, the architectural styles discussed in Chapter 6 are not
supported by MUSIC. Though MUSIC aims for distributed systems, it realizes a
single, centralized reflection step that does not address the architectural concepts
for collective self-aware computing systems discussed in Chapter 7.
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8.3.4 ExecUtable RuntimE MegAmodels (EUREMA)

EUREMA (ExecUtable RuntimE MegAmodels) [76] is a seamless model-driven
engineering approach for the specification and execution of feedback loops for self-
adaptive software adopting the external approach (cf. [71]) and a layered architec-
ture. The EUREMA modeling language is used to specify feedback loops, which
makes them explicit in the design. The resulting models are kept alive at runtime
and the EUREMA interpreter directly executes these models to run feedback loops.

The specification is done using two types of diagrams as shown in Figure 8.11
for a self-healing example. A feedback loop diagram (FLD) specifies a feedback
loop with its activities (also called model operations such as Update and Repair), con-
trol flow among activities, and runtime models. Such models either represent the
lower-layer entity to be adapted to achieve model-based adaptation (e.g., the Archi-

tectural Model), or they specify the activities (e.g., Repair strategies determining how the
system should be healed if failures occur). An activity and a model are linked in
the FLD if the activity accesses the model, for instance, to read, write, or annotate
it. A feedback loop can be modularly specified by multiple FLDs. For instance, the
analyze activity is defined in a distinct FLD (not shown here) that is invoked by the
Self-repair FLD using a complex model operation (cf. left-hand side of Figure 8.11).
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Fig. 8.11: Feedback Loop Diagram (FLD) and Layer Diagram (LD) (cf. [76]).

A layer diagram (LD)—as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 8.11—then
structures modules, which are instances of feedback loops as defined in FLDs, in a
layered architecture. The lowest layer contains the managed system, in this case the
online marketplace mRUBiS, that is not specified by EUREMA and thus considered
as a black box. This system is adapted by a self-repair feedback loop realized by
the two modules :Self-repair and :Self-repair-A. While the latter module is invoked by the
former module, the execution of the former module is triggered starting in its initial
state Monitor if :mRUBiS emits an RtException event and if more than ten seconds have
elapsed since its previous run.

Moreover, EUREMA supports the layering of feedback loops. For instance, the
Repair strategies used by the Self-repair feedback loop will typically not be able to heal
all kinds of failures since we cannot anticipate all of them during development.
To adjust these strategies, we employ another feedback loop on top (see :Self-repair-
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strategies in the LD while we omit the related FLD here due to space restrictions)
that provides new strategies to the self-repair feedback loop if the currently used
one are not able to heal the failures. Hence, the higher-layer feedback loop reflects
on the lower-layer feedback loop to analyze its performance and if needed, to adapt
the lower-layer feedback loop to improve the performance. A benefit of EUREMA
is that the self-repair feedback loop is specified by a model (see the FLD on the
left-hand side of Figure 8.11) that is kept alive at runtime such that the higher-
layer feedback loop can directly use this model to analyze and adapt the self-repair
feedback loop. Nevertheless, it is also possible to define activities that maintain a
distinct runtime model representing the self-repair feedback loop.

Concerning self-aware systems (cf. Chapter 5), EUREMA supports feedback
loops (reflective layers) that reflect on a managed system (pre-reflective layer) by
using abstract runtime models that are causally connected to the system. Such run-
time models are similar to awareness models representing the pre-reflective layer
and used by the reflective layer. A major difference is that EUREMA so far does
not assume any learning processes but being an open framework, EUREMA can
integrate arbitrary (model-driven) processes and techniques to realize the activities
of a feedback loop such as learning, reasoning, and acting of the LRA-M loop.

Moreover, EUREMA explicitly supports meta-self-awareness by layering feed-
back loops on top of each others. Thereby, the specification, that is, the FLD model
of a feedback loop can be directly used as the awareness model by the higher-layer
feedback loop for learning, reasoning, and adaptation. Thus, EUREMA supports
coordinated reflection and in particular, centralized reflection (cf. Chapter 6). More-
over, it addresses overlapping and stacked reflections but neglects cyclic reflections.
With respect to the architectural styles (cf. Chapter 6), EUREMA fully supports
the stacked external approach and partially the hierarchical and acyclic external ap-
proach. In contrast, the internal approach is not supported at all since it contradicts
the layering of feedback loops. Finally, since EUREMA does not restrict the number
of layers and supports adding/removing layers at runtime, the concept of dynamic
layers leverages the long-term evolution of the system. Using (temporarily) an ad-
ditional top-most layer, adaptations for maintenance can be performed [76, 77].

Recently, EUREMA has been extended to support distributed systems. The ex-
tension introduces collaborations to EUREMA, which describe the interactions
among multiple feedback loops [79]. These collaborations support flexible means to
coordinate multiple feedback loops and their runtime models as discussed in Chap-
ter 7 for collectives of self-aware systems and awareness models.

8.3.5 Multi-Quality Auto-Tuning (MQuAT)

Multi-Quality Auto-Tuning (MQuAT) is a model-driven approach to develop and
operate self-optimizing software systems using quality-of-service (QoS) contracts
and models@run.time [39]. Figure 8.12 depicts an overview of MQuAT.
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Fig. 8.12: Overview of Multi-Quality Auto Tuning.

The principle idea of MQuAT is to develop self-optimizing software in terms
of individual software components (i.e., elements of reuse, which explicitly spec-
ify what they require and provide). Each component realizes a particular task (e.g.,
sorting, encryption, or compression) and can have multiple implementations, all pro-
viding the same functionality but differing in their non-functional properties (e.g.,
the time or energy required to perform the task). The non-functional behavior of
each implementation is characterized by the developer with QoS contracts [40]. As
concrete statements, for instance, about the execution time of a component, depend
on the used hardware and the respective input data, which are both unknown during
development, these contracts are refined at runtime by benchmarking. That is, the
developer has to provide a benchmark for each implementation, which is used at
runtime to derive a hardware-specific variant of the contract. When a user poses a
request to the system, the input data is known and, hence, the hardware-specific con-
tracts can be refined further to be request-specific. This version of the contracts now
contains concrete statements about the non-functional properties of the respective
implementation (e.g., the sorting task will take 30ms on this hardware for this re-
quest). Based on these contracts and a runtime model representing the current state
of the system, MQuAT generates an optimization problem, which is solved using
standard solvers. The resulting solution is translated to a reconfiguration script [41].

This process is depicted in Figure 8.13 and denotes a particular variant of a
self-aware computing system adhering to the models@run.time paradigm and the
LRA-M loop as introduced in Chapter 1. The running system is learning by observ-
ing itself and its environment with the aim to keep the runtime model of the system
in sync with the actual system. This runtime model is reasoned upon by compar-
ing it to QoS contracts to identify adaptation needs. The reasoning is realized by
a model-to-text transformation of the runtime model, the design-time models, and
QoS contracts to some optimization language (e.g., integer linear programming).
Finally, if a better configuration is found, the system acts by reconfiguring itself.

In terms of the concepts for self-aware computing (see Chapter 5), MQuAT en-
ables the development of reflective systems by using an awareness model. If the
scheme is applied multiple times, MQuAT can cover the meta-reflective case, too.
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Fig. 8.13: The Role of Models@run.time in MQuAT.

The awareness model is kept synchronous to its underlying system by collecting
empirical data (benchmarking). MQuAT offers a simple variant of goal models in
the form QoS objectives (e.g., minimize energy consumption). Awareness and ex-
pression links are not explicitly represented. However, the accuracy of knowledge
covered in an awareness model is explicitly captured by the coefficient of determi-
nation (R2). In terms of the concepts introduced in Chapter 6, MQuAT uses coordi-
nated reflection and follows the hierarchical external style. As MQuAT does not aim
to support the integration of multiple systems, the concepts introduced in Chapter 7
are not applicable to it.

8.3.6 Descartes Modeling Language (DML)

The Descartes Modeling Language (DML)2 is an architecture-level modeling lan-
guage for quality-of-service (QoS) and resource management of modern dynamic IT
systems and infrastructures [53]. DML is designed to serve as a basis for self-aware
systems management during operation, ensuring that system QoS requirements are
continuously satisfied while infrastructure resources are utilized as efficiently as
possible. The term QoS refers here to performance (response time, throughput, scal-
ability, and efficiency) and dependability (availability, reliability, and security). The
current version of DML is focused on performance and availability, however, the
language itself is generic and intended to eventually support further QoS properties.

DML has a modular structure and is provided as a set of meta-models for describ-
ing the resource landscape, the application architecture, the adaptation points, and
adaptation processes of a system. The meta-models can be used both in online and
offline settings for performance prediction and proactive system reconfiguration.

The designers of DML advocate a holistic model-based approach where systems
are designed from the ground up with built-in self-reflective and self-predictive ca-
pabilities, encapsulated in the form of online system architecture models. The latter

2 http://descartes.tools/dml (formerly also known as Descartes Meta-Model (DMM))
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are assumed to capture the relevant influences (with respect to the system’s op-
erational goals) of the system’s software architecture, its configuration, its usage
profile, and its execution environment (e.g., physical hardware, virtualization, and
middleware). The online models are also assumed to explicitly capture the system’s
goals and policies (e.g., QoS requirements, service level agreements, efficiency tar-
gets) as well as the system’s adaptation space, adaptation strategies and processes.
Figure 8.14 presents the DML vision of a self-aware system adaptation loop, based
on the MAPE-K loop, in combination with the online models used to guide the
system adaptation at run-time. The four phases of the loop are as follows:

Legend:
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Fig. 8.14: DML System Adaptation Loop.

Phase 1 (Observe/Reflect): In this phase, the managed system is observed and
monitoring data is collected and used to extract, refine, calibrate, and continuously
update the online system models, reflecting the relevant influences that need to be
captured in order to realize the self-predictive property with respect to the system’s
operational goals. Here, expertise from software engineering, systems modeling and
analysis, as well as machine learning, is required for the automatic extraction, re-
finement and calibration of the online models based on the run-time observations.

Phase 2 (Detect/Predict): In this phase, the monitoring data and online models
are used to analyze the current state of the system in order to detect or predict prob-
lems such as SLA violations, inefficient resource usage, system failures, network
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attacks, and so on. Workload forecasting combined with performance prediction
and anomaly detection techniques can be used to predict the impact of changes in
the environment (e.g., varying system workloads) and anticipate problems before
they have actually occurred. Here, expertise from systems modeling, simulation,
and analysis, as well as autonomic computing and artificial intelligence, is required
to detect and predict problems at different time scales during operation.

Phase 3 (Plan/Decide): In this phase, the online system models are used to find
an adequate solution to a detected or predicted problem by adapting the system at
run-time. Two steps are executed iteratively in this phase: i) generation of an adap-
tation plan, and ii) prediction of the adaptation effects. In the first step, a candidate
adaptation plan is generated based on the online models that capture the system
adaptation strategies, taking into account the urgency of the problem that needs to
be resolved. In the second step, the effects of the considered possible adaptation plan
are predicted, again by means of the online models. The two steps are repeated until
an adequate adaptation plan is found that would successfully resolve the detected or
predicted problem. Here, expertise from systems modeling, simulation, and analy-
sis, as well as autonomic computing, artificial intelligence, and data center resource
management, is required to implement predictable adaptation processes.

Phase 4 (Act/Adapt): In this phase, the selected adaptation plan is applied on the
real system at run-time. The actuators provided by the system are used to execute the
individual adaptation actions captured in the adaptation plan. Here, expertise from
data center resource management (virtualization, cluster, grid and cloud computing),
distributed systems, and autonomic computing, is required to execute adaptation
processes in an efficient and timely manner.

DML provides a language and a reference architecture for self-aware IT systems
and infrastructures where self-awareness is focused on QoS and resource manage-
ment. An overview of DML can be found in [53], a detailed specification in [52].

Concerning the levels of self-awareness introduced in Chapter 3, DML can be
used to design self-awareness mechanisms at all three levels: pre-reflective, reflec-
tive, and meta-reflective. The online system architecture models can be seen as
awareness models that are learned based on static information (model skeletons)
provided at system design-time and empirical data collected at run-time (cf. Chap-
ter 5). Operationalized goals are captured using DML’s Strategies/Tactics/Actions
(S/T/A) formalism, which includes a basic form of goal models. Awareness and
expression links are not explicitly represented.

In terms of the concepts introduced in Chapter 6, DML can be used to de-
sign systems with hierarchical and centralized reflection, however, it currently does
not explicitly support coordinated reflection. Overlapping reflection is directly sup-
ported by using alternative tactics for the same adaptation strategy; the stacked and
cyclic reflection phenomena are not considered explicitly, however, they can mani-
fest themselves when applying DML to manage different subsystems and/or layers
of the system architecture. In terms of the architectural styles, DML assumes the
generalized external approach, while not prescribing a particular style that has to
be followed. Finally, as DML is not designed to support integrating independent
systems, the concepts introduced in Chapter 7 are not applicable to it.
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8.4 Open Challenges

Based on the previous sections, we now discuss open challenges for the fundamen-
tal architectural concepts introduced in Chapter 5 as well as for the generic archi-
tectures of individual and collective self-aware computing systems introduced in
Chapters 6 and 7. We identified different classes of challenges such that we grouped
them as follows:

• self-awareness and self-expression,
• encapsulation for self-awareness and self-expression,
• interference, separation, and emergence,
• dynamic architectures, and
• other challenges.

(1) Self-Awareness and Self-Expression

The first group of challenges relates to self-awareness and self-expression. It con-
cerns the complex and potentially cyclic graphs resulting from the awareness and
expression links, the support for detailed semantics of such links (cf. Chapter 3), the
static knowledge supporting self-awareness, and finally, the uncertainty as a main
driver for inaccurate and imprecise self-awareness.

Complex and cyclic awareness and expression link graphs: The notation we pro-
pose in Chapter 5 allows us to describe direct and indirect awareness and expression
links. The graph resulting from the combination of such links can become complex
when considering large systems and advanced forms of self-awareness (e.g., archi-
tectural elements acting as spans and scopes in various self-awareness relationships
that differ in the type of awareness such as stimulus-, interaction-, time-, or goal-
awareness). Concepts to describe such complex graphs of awareness and expression
links and to understand their implications are currently missing.

Describing the awareness and expression links as a graph supports studying the
dependencies between the individual spans and scopes of the awareness and ex-
pression. As known from the literature on self-adaptive systems (cf. [15, 63, 73]),
not only the individual awareness or expression links but additionally their inter-
play that form feedback loops as well as the interferences of these loops are main
challenges for the design of self-adaptive systems. Therefore, means to describe and
analyze the interplay and interferences between awareness and expression links are
required. In this context, cyclic relationships are a particular challenge, for instance,
to guarantee termination, convergence, and an appropriate outcome of the learning,
reasoning, and acting processes along the expression and awareness links.

A related challenge is which detailed semantics of the awareness and expres-
sion links should be covered at the architectural level to achieve separation of con-
cerns. We address the different dimensions of awareness such as time-, interaction-,
or state-awareness (cf. Chapter 3) with stereotypes attached to the awareness links
(cf. Chapter 5). However, to address the subtle aspects of such dimensions and to
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enable their analysis, they have to be treated in a much more explicit manner such
as describing the specific semantics of the dimensions in a particular case. The same
holds for the expression links that only represent the fact that a span impacts a scope
without substantiating their semantics such as the extend or kind of impact.

With our notation, we focused on how architectural elements dynamically obtain
knowledge by collecting empirical data as well as learning and reasoning about
that data (cf. LRA-M loop modeled in Chapter 5). However, we also observed the
need to capture static knowledge that has been established at design time, embedded
into modules, and exploited at runtime (see the discussion of capturing the feed-
forward and adaptive control schemes in Chapter 6). Such static knowledge supports
self-awareness and it might be enriched by dynamic knowledge at runtime. Hence,
means to describe static knowledge along awareness and expression links is required
to distinguish it from dynamic knowledge. This further requires means to describe
and analyze the composition of static and dynamic knowledge.

Regardless of static or dynamic knowledge, ruling the uncertainty that can be
tolerated for the runtime models and other elements of the architecture is a ma-
jor design issue (cf. [35]). Currently, the architectural descriptions do not show the
degree of uncertainty that exists in the system as well as the extent to which pro-
cesses are used to counteract the uncertainty. This calls for specifying or measuring
the accuracy and precision of empirical data, awareness models, and actions, which
should be supported by reflection interfaces (cf. Chapter 6) as well as how processes
address uncertainty in this context. Such information is the basis for determining the
uncertainty in the self-awareness of the system, which can be a critical dimension
in the design space for self-aware computing systems.

(2) Encapsulation for Self-Awareness and Self-Expression

The second group of challenges addresses the trade-off between the power of self-
awareness and self-expression and the need for encapsulation. While strong encap-
sulation demands explicit and restrictive interfaces, powerful self-awareness and
self-expression require generic interfaces for computational reflection with as little
encapsulation as possible. Furthermore, concepts for reflection interfaces are re-
quired that are able to bridge the abstraction gap between the span and the scope.

Encapsulation and computational reflection: The proposed notation allows us
to describe the encapsulation of modules by means of ports and interfaces as well
as their links to elements contained in these modules such as awareness models,
empirical data, or processes (see Chapter 5). As an alternative, we can model the
direct access to a module’s internals, which denotes a form of computational reflec-
tion. However, in practice a compromise between explicitly encoded access through
ports and computation reflection may be needed. Our notation primarily supports
the explicitly encoded access while it lacks concepts to make various forms of com-
putational reflection (e.g., declarative and procedural reflection [58]) explicit.

In this context, finding an appropriate notion for a reflection interface (cf. Chap-
ter 6) that separates different levels of reflection such as the pre-reflective and re-
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flective levels is a crucial challenge. We either have local reflection interfaces where
a single interface encapsulates only one monolithic module, which results in a rea-
sonably low complexity for the interface and its realization. However, if a reflection
interface covers a group of modules, it becomes more complicated since multiple
modules have to be jointly observed and adapted while they and their interconnec-
tions may dynamically change (e.g., considering a flexible collaboration of mod-
ules). Nevertheless, the increasing complexity of realizing the reflection interface
shields the reflecting elements from the complexity of the reflected elements by us-
ing the interface. Hence, the design of a reflection interface impacts the complexity
of elements performing the reflection and hence establishing self-awareness.

Another dimension that has to be considered for a reflection interface is the de-
gree of observability and controllability. Observability determines the scope of an
awareness link, that is, what can be observed by a span. Controllability determines
the action and influence scope of an expression link, that is, what can be directly
or indirectly changed by a span. Consequently, this dimension of a reflection in-
terface has to be properly chosen as it determines the system’s self-awareness and
self-expression capabilities that should be sufficiently powerful to achieve the goals.

To develop a notion of a reflection interface, a promising research direction can
be the use of models@run.time [12] serving as interfaces to a managed system.

Finally, the design of the reflection interfaces and the restriction implied by the
design may limit the evolution of the system as any reflection can only happen
within the anticipated observability and controllability. This might require means
to support dynamically adjusting the reflection interfaces to increase (or in certain
situation even to decrease) the degree of observability and controllability.

(3) Interference, Separation, and Emergence

This group of challenges targets the existence of multiple awareness and expression
links and raises questions of the granularity of self-awareness and self-expression as
well as of their separation and dependencies (e.g., interferences). While the separa-
tion of different self-awareness concerns such as self-healing or self-configuration
is a general problem, the following challenges additionally arise for collectives of
self-aware systems: How collective self-awareness can emerge from individual self-
awareness? How changes at the individual level can impact the collective level?
How concrete architectures for collective self-awareness can be developed?

Achieving a suitable separation of self-awareness concerns in an architecture,
which reduces the complexity of the problem for individual self-aware systems,
is challenging. It is well known from control theory that multiple feedback loops
can only be employed if a careful analysis ensures that they are sufficiently decou-
pled. For self-adaptive software, it has been advocated that feedback loops should be
treated as first class entities in the architectural design and analysis [15, 73]. Like-
wise, we know from the agent domain that conflicting goals require our attention
when designing the agents. Consequently, when multiple awareness and expression
links overlap or compete, a suitable approach to study such phenomena at the ar-
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chitectural level is required. However, such an approach is lacking although the
concepts introduced in Chapter 5 already go beyond the state of the art (e.g., [44]).

Particularly for emergent architectures, means to ensure the runtime detection
and resolution of conflicts are required as such conflicts cannot be necessarily antic-
ipated and addressed by construction. Here, an additional problem may occur since
not only feedback loops may compete but cyclic networks of awareness and expres-
sion links may require means to ensure convergent behavior achieving the goals.
Addressing such problems at the architectural level is further complicated as ab-
straction may lead to spurious cycles (cf. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6), which requires
to identify the right level of detail to identify and understand such problems.

Another challenge is to achieve collective self-awareness from individual self-
awareness of subsystems. Here, the main question is how the self-awareness at the
collective level can emerge from behavior and self-awareness at the individual level.
A related challenge is to identify and control the impact of changes in individual
self-awareness on collective self-awareness. How can such effects be addressed at
the architectural level such that the envisioned self-awareness at the collective level
is achieved. Finally, it remains an overall challenge of how to translate the answers to
the above questions into concrete architectures for collectives of self-aware systems
that feature the targeted self-awareness levels and can meet their high-level goals.

(4) Dynamic Architectures

Challenges that apply to individual and collective self-aware systems concern the
dynamic architecture, that is, the architecture may dynamically change either as
a result of external changes or of self-adaptation/self-expression. A first challenge
is that we lack a notation that is able to capture the architectural dynamics in a
comprehensible manner. Furthermore, it is major challenge to rule the dynamics at
the level of individual systems as well as at the level of collectives such that the
self-awareness and self-expression mechanisms are able to cope with the dynamics.
Moreover, the coherent behavior of individual systems in a collective is crucial since
each system may evolve independently without any joint, overall management.

Capturing Dynamics: The proposed notation allows us to model static or snap-
shots of architectures that show the static existence of self-awareness. However, an
architecture can be dynamic by supporting structural changes [59]. The notation
proposed in Chapter 5 lacks concepts to make the dynamics and the variability of
the architecture explicit. Moreover, it lacks concepts to describe and understand the
impact of such dynamics on (the existence and evolution of) self-awareness.

Therefore, the challenge is to cover the architectural dynamics of an individual
self-aware system, which concern the establishing of self-awareness, for instance,
when pre-reflective or reflective modules dynamically join or leave the system. In
this context, the generalized external approach that separates the reflecting from the
reflected modules (cf. Chapter 6) seems to be better suited for handling dynamic
cases since it can employ centralized reflection to learn global models of the pre-
reflective layer and hence, it can have global knowledge of this layer and observe
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its dynamic changes. In contrast, the generalized internal approaches often relies on
a pre-coded wiring among the modules, which might limit the dynamics to local
changes. For instance, an architecture adopting the generalized external approach
can address such dynamics by employing architectural awareness models of each
pre-reflective, reflective, meta-reflective, meta-meta-reflective etc. layer (cf. [76]).
In addition, to control the dynamics of each layer, behavior models specifying the
architectural dynamics seem to be necessary (e.g., [16]). However, it is not clear
whether the ideas of such approaches are generically applicable or whether they are
apply only to specific styles and domains with their implied architectural restrictions
such as a strict layering of modules. Generalizing and applying such ideas to other
styles and domains are worth to be investigated.

Moreover, the variability in the architecture of self-aware systems should be
made explicit to span the solution space, which can be explored and even extended
by self-awareness and self-expression. However, this inherent architectural aspect is
not addressed by the concepts we proposed in the previous chapters. An extension
to these concepts is needed and feature models can be a starting point for that.

In addition to a single, dynamically changing self-aware systems, the architec-
tural dynamics of a collective self-aware system is a big challenge including ques-
tions of how to dynamically adapt and evolve such a collective to the changing goals,
self-awareness levels, internal resources, and execution environment, and of how to
ensure a coherent behavior of collectives when individual subsystems change.

(5) Other Challenges

Finally, there are aspects and related challenges that we do not address at all with the
architectural concepts discussed in Chapter 5, 6, and 7. For instance, we neglected
the aspect of integrating legacy software, enabling reuse, and supporting particular
domains with their specific needs and limitations.

The integration of legacy software with its architecture respectively used mid-
dleware/framework is challenging because of having to provide reflections on it.
The proposed architectural concepts either consider explicit reflection interfaces or
the direct access to the internals of a modules to realize computational reflection.
Integrating a legacy software into such an architecture imposes the challenge that
the architecture of the legacy software might adopt a different style and does not
provide a compatible mechanisms to reflect upon it.

Furthermore, to enable reuse, some approaches advocate using a generic adap-
tation mechanism offered by the middleware and only encode the possible solution
space and optimization criteria (e.g., MUSIC as discussed in Section 8.3.3). How
can we cover such approaches at the architectural level—to benefit from the reuse—
without embedding the infrastructure/middleware in the architecture. On the other
hand, approaches such as Rainbow [32] advocate architectural frameworks that pre-
define large fragments of the architecture and thus restrict the design space of the
system. What is the appropriate granularity of reuse that still provides the freedom
to explore architectural choices for individual systems depending on the domain.
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Finally, domain-specific extensions are required to address the additional con-
straints and requirements imposed by a particular domain. To realize self-awareness
for cyber-physical systems (cf. [16]), sensor networks, or internet of things scenar-
ios, typical domain-specific aspects are predictable real-time behavior, safety issues,
or severe resource constraints. For enterprise application, besides the computing part
also humans in the loop play an important role. How can we develop and integrate
such domain-specific extensions into a generic framework for self-aware systems.

8.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we reviewed the state of the art concerning self-aware computing
systems with the particular focus on the software architecture. Particularly, we com-
pared state-of-the-art approaches with the fundamental architectural concepts for
self-aware systems (cf. Chapter 5, the generic architectures for individual self-aware
systems (cf. Chapter 6), and the generic architectures for collectives of self-aware
systems (cf. Chapter 7). The approaches we included in the comparison are either
reference architectures or architectural frameworks and languages for software sys-
tems that share similarities with self-aware computing systems.

The comparison of the proposed architectural concepts with the state-of-the-art
approaches demonstrated that the concepts are helpful and oftentimes allows us to
make explicit or at least to emphasize specific aspects relevant to self-awareness.
Existing reference architectures or approaches often only support such aspects im-
plicitly, for instance, by assumptions. For example, the MAPE-K reference architec-
ture keeps the knowledge part abstract while we detailed this part. More specifically,
we made the awareness models explicit and further linked these models to spans and
scopes to denote the self-awareness and self-expression in the architecture.

Moreover, in contrast to the reference architectures and approaches that usually
suggest a rather specific architectural style, the proposed concepts support modeling
architectures of a broader spectrum ranging from layered architectures with a sin-
gle centralized self-awareness module to those architectures where self-awareness
emerges from the coupled operation of several modules at the level of an individual
system up to the level of collectives of systems.

Based on the comparison, we identified open challenges. These challenges
showed that the proposed concepts for awareness and expression links are too lim-
ited since they do not address analyzing cyclic links, specifying detailed semantics
of such links, as well as capturing static knowledge and uncertainty. Furthermore,
additional challenges relate to the trade-off between the power of self-awareness
and self-expression and the need for encapsulation for reflection as well as to the
design and analysis of separating self-awareness and self-awareness concerns. An-
other group of challenges pointed out the need to address architectural dynamics
that either result from external changes or self-expression. Finally, we sketched as-
pects and challenges that we completely neglected with the proposed architectural
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concepts. These aspects are legacy software, reuse, and domain-specific extensions
for self-aware computing systems.

As future directions, we suggest approaching the open challenges as well as con-
ducting studies to obtain more practical experience with developing architectures
for individual and collective self-aware computing systems.
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